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Abstract 
Future Telecommunication Network (TN) will be a syncretic network mainly focuses on processing multimedia 
information in cloud computing environment. This paper will study a cloud-based network congestion prototype using the 
theory and methods of Complex Network. We will discover the Power-law phenomena in the present Telecommunication 
Network and Internet congestion, which show robust to unexpected attack but very fragile to intentional attack. The 
innumerous future user and various businesses require the Telecommunication Network to provide high quality of 
business. The study of Complex Network indicates that real network have scale-free property and small-world property. 
We will design an adaptive Telecommunication Network congestion-monitoring prototype model based on Power-law to 
ensure the secure serves and QoS of Telecommunication Network. 
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1. Introduction 
George Kingsley Zipf found that the frequency of each word is inversely proportional to its rank (called 
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sequence number) in 1932 when these words were ranked declining1. This indicates that only a few words are 
used frequently while most words are seldom used. This actually reflects the common phenomena -- that in 
our nature and society, only a few individuals occupy most part of resources. Different fields have different 
designations, such as Matthew effect (Sociology), Increasing return (Economics), Positive feedback 
(Automation) etc2. 
The current Telecommunication Data Network and Internet have the characteristics of Power-law during 
operation. These networks connected by physical links can be seen as a large complex network made up of 
many Autonomous Systems and its topology also fits the Power-law3. 
Let’s abbreviate the Autonomous System to AS. Degree of AS (the number of nodes directly connected 
with the AS) and its Rank (or sequence number) follows the Power-law. It means that only a few nodes (in 
Graph Theory, the node represents individual AS) directly link many other nodes, and they have high degree. 
We named them as control nodes.  
The rest nodes can only have very low degree. Furthermore the Degree and Rank of these nodes follow 
the Power-law similarly. This kind of networks can be called Scale-free-network (a type of complex network), 
and this characteristics is defined as Scale-free property. 
2. Mathematic Model  
2.1. TN and Cloud  Computing 
The Telecommunication Network (TN) is a syncretic network. Cloud computing in TN is a new technique, 
which is completely deferent from the current network. It can provide an open synthetical frame including 
much business such as sound, data and multimedia. 
Recently, it was found that the realistic network with Small-world effect and Scale-free property is different 
from regular network and random network studied widely before. We can call it as complex network. The 
complex network theory mainly describes the topology foundation of many realistic complex systems. The 
research of complex network can describe the real network with precise and comprehensive5. 
The TN will be a vast non-linear complex system; thereby its congestion problem seems to be very 
extrusive. It is discovered that the congestion in network follows Power-law, so does TN.  
We find that only a few nodes directly link many other nodes, and they have high degree. We named these 
nodes as Distribute Control Node (DCN). These DCN nodes are congestion arose where the shoe pinches. So 
it ensures the secure serves and QoS of TN based on monitoring DCN nodes.  
Some characters of complex network in grid are listed as below: Growth property. The number of network 
nodes increases continuously as time goes by. For example, in 1990, there was only one page on WWW; 
however, the number is greater than 3 billion today; Priority-connected property.  
Most real networks have the characteristics of priority connection, which means that the newly added node 
intends to be connected to the node with high degree. Small-world property. The phenomena of Six-degree-of-
separation have been proved by experimentation. This means that: It will take six steps on average to find out 
your wanted men within the relationship network4   
2.2. Dynamic Model of TN 
 Since the TN is autonomous changing and regrouping, we name this phenomenon as a lively dynamic grid. 
Let’s define the following mathematic model for the dynamic grid of TN. Since the Dynamic Grid is indexed 
by Grid ID, we define the Grid ID at first. 
Definition 1 Grid ID  is defined as a 3-tuple ID (G, P, S). G (V, E) is a Directed Acyclic Graph. V is the 
vertex set, which consists of common node, control node and swing node. E is edge set to connect these nodes.  
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The control node in G is relevant to an active high degree node set; common node is relevant to the low 
degree inactive node set; swing node is relevant to one swing node set, which is pendulous change between 
control node and common node in conditional probability P.  
Definition 2: Dynamic Grid is a temporal extended model. Dynamic grid can be define as one 2-tuple 
),( tst , t  denote grid at time t and ),( tstts . In 1t , t  denote connection t  and the directed 
edge of 1t . ts  denotes vertex set to connect t .  
Definition 3: Swing set. S is one partial swing set },...,{ 1 kSSS . Let },...,{ 1 mCCC , },...,{ 1 nDDD  
respectively denote common variable and control variable. The evaluation for grid is to find one optimal 
control rule for each control node i
ˆ , ]:1[ ni . For each control iD  have one control rule i , 
compute maximal expectation swing )ˆ(Mˆ  for ˆ . By using P and S, we can compute the general 





SpaSCPM                                                                                                      (1) 
Definition 4:Dynamic grid node set V (D, X, Y, S). D denotes control variable set, X denotes common 
variable set, and Y denotes the definite value variable set of X, S denotes swing node set.  
At time t, we assume that for the system, the status with variable set as },....,{ 1 nttt VVV , the status 
definite common variable set as },...{ 1 nttt YYY , the control node variable set as },....,{
1 m
ttt DDD .  
Definition 5: Swing function. For each control node, the function to change from the active set to swing 
node set as },...{ 1 kttt SSS .  
Based on first order Markov Assumption, we have  
),|(),|( 11)1(:0)1(:0 tttttt DXXPDXXP                                                                                         (2) 
 And 
)|,()|,( :0 tttttt XDYPXDYP                                                                                                       (3) 
 
Fig. 1. Adaptive Monitoring Model of TN Congestion  
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3. Network Congestion  
When we evaluate the network congestion through the model, we must take certain measure to avoid the 
network being trapped into more serious environment5. 
All the above analysis involves the concept of Call. Call is a kind of request for the network resources, and 
it is also a kind of probing6. 
When we evaluate the network congestion through the model, we must take certain measure to avoid the 
network being trapped into more serious environment. 
All the above analysis involves the concept of Call. Call is a kind of request for the network resources, and 
it is also a kind of probing. The node should know the resource status of the networks (full or part) before 
judging whether to accept or reject the call. If it is exceeding the threshold, then the control strategy must be 
started to block the call. This mechanism is called Call Access Control (CAC) 7. Current network adoption of 
CAC control is mostly based on certain or a handful of and several a networks parameter. 
Take the most typical circuit-switching network (PSTN) as example: when many customers start the mass 
calling, it will produce serious call loss. The algorithm below uses the connection status of all calls within the 
last T minutes as state information. Each call to the destination number causes the originating switch to 
execute the following steps. 
Step1: Randomly block the call with probability. 
Step2:If unblocked, route the call through the network to the destination number. Record the connection 
status of the call (answered or busy). 
Step3:We estimate the probability that the next unblocked call gets a busy signal at the destination number 
based on past call data. 
Step4: Update the applied congestion probability. 
It is a dynamic algorithm for congestion calls. The algorithms reduced network congestion, with very little 
performance loss in throughput. Specifically, during periods of 80% congestion, the algorithms reduced call 
attempts carried across the network by 50%. Throughput decreased by less than 1%. 
Figure2 is the simulated example for network congestion with OPNET. 
Fig. 2. Simulation for the Network Congestion Processing 
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4. System Simulation 
Telecommunication Network also has Growth property and Priority-connected property. So the 
Telecommunication Network is robust when it faces unexpected attack but very fragile when intentional 
attack8.  
Here we assume for each control node, the control rule is eternal in initial grid. The value for variable X is 
produced from the control variable set with probability. 
For the detail information processing, we have the following steps:  
Step1: For definite strategic  at time t, the general distribution )ˆ(Mˆ  is defined as  







t SpaSDYXPM                                                                           (4) 










ttt paPP                                                                                                     (5) 
i
t  denotes node i  at time t. It is one node from tX , tY  or tD . Dt, Xt, Yt, St respectively denote the control 
node, its status, its value and the swing node at time t.  
Step3: The following is a formalized definition for an optimal active t , which is: 
X
ttttttt XDSYDXP ),(),|( 111                                                                                           (6) 
In the above formula, tt YD ,1  is regarded as ancestor node for 1tX , which is defined as )( 1tXPa . 
Step4: So, we have the following formula based on the above one  
X
tttttt XDSXPaXP ),())(|( 1111                                                                               (7) 
Step5: Under  definite value and control order, the status distribution for agent at time t can be computed by 










YXDPXYPDYXP                                                                   (8) 
And this is the initial status distribution of the agent. 
Finally: With the numbers of network nodes and network users increasing continuously, the problem in 
network system becomes more and more serious, especially the congestion or even collapse in network 
because of overabundance data stream. 
5. Conclusion 
Our research on the peculiar topology of the Internet as a scale-free network is just at its elementary step. 
Many subjects should be studied further. For example, it is not enough to prevent the virus from spreading 
when only the control node being immune. Efficiently, we should consider not only the connectivity number 
of some node, but also the frequency and connectivity time and so on. So we will continue do research work 
over these topics. 
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